Action space synthesizes the orbital information of stars and is well-suited to analyse the rich amount of kinematic disk substructure in the Gaia DR2 radial velocity sample (RVS). In this work, we revisit one of the strongest perturbers in the Milky Way (MW) disk: the m = 2 bar. We investigate how its resonances affect the actions of individual test particle stars, i.e., (J R , L z , J z ) estimated in an axisymmetric MW potential. We confirm that the stars' behaviour is well approximated by scattering and oscillation along a slope ∆J R /∆L z = l/m centered on the l:m resonance lines. The Outer Lindblad Resonance (OLR, l = +1, m = 2) creates signatures in the stellar action space that can be used to identify the Galactic bar's OLR in the Gaia DR2 RVS data: (a) The J R dependence of the oscillation causes an overdensity ridge (underdensity region) at L z larger (smaller) than the resonance line in the (L z , J R ) plane. (b) For the first time, we demonstrate that the OLR is expected to cause a gradient in average J z with L z across the resonance. (c) We show that the change of predominantly outward to inward motions at the OLR occurs along the resonance line in action space. The latter signature allows us to identify three candidates for the bar's OLR-and therefore its pattern speed Ω bar -in the Gaia data within 3 kpc from the Sun: 1.85Ω 0 , 1.2Ω 0 , and 1.6Ω 0 (with ∼ 0.1Ω 0 uncertainty). This demonstrates that (i) the local Gaia action data is consistent with both the short-fast and long-slow bar models in the literature, and that (ii) axisymmetrically estimated actions are a powerful diagnostic even in non-axisymmetric systems.
INTRODUCTION
The kinematic substructure in the in-plane motions of the Galactic disk stars is still largely unexplained since its discovery by the Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018b) in the radial velocity sample (RVS) of the second Gaia data release (DR2) (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 , 2018a . At least seven arches or ridges are visible in the (v R , v T ) velocity space (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b) , the (R, v T ) plane (Antoja et al. 2018; Kawata et al. 2018) or action space .
Before one can hope to perform detailed quantitative dynamical modelling of the Gaia data, it is crucial to at least qualitatively understand the origin of these features and the mechanisms that could cause them. Several authors (e.g., Binney & Tremaine 2008; Rix & Bovy 2013) advocate to first E-mail: trick@mpa-garching.mpg.de strive for a best-fit axisymmetric dynamical model of the Milky Way (MW), in which the effect of non-axisymmetries can subsequently be included using quasi-linear perturbation theory (Kalnajs 1971; Weinberg 2001; Fouvry et al. 2015c; Monari et al. 2016a Monari et al. , 2017 Binney 2018) . Trick et al. (2017) showed in a simulated disk galaxy that axisymmetric dynamical modeling (using action-based distribution functions) can successfully be applied in the presence of spiral arms where the non-axisymmetries are not dominant. However, the sheer amount of substructure challenges us to first disentangle the mechanisms at work and to "label" the different features accordingly. These can then be used as an informed guess in the modeling and help to gauge the systematic biases they might introduce.
Several processes have been proposed that could cause these kinematic ridges: Spiral arm (Sellwood 2012; Sellwood et al. 2019 ) and bar (Dehnen 2000; Antoja et al. 2014a; Monari et al. 2018; Hunt & Bovy 2018; Fragkoudi et al. 2019) resonances, secular evolution of the disk in general (e.g., Fouvry et al. 2015a; Fouvry et al. 2015b ) and transient processes like phase-mixing caused by transient spiral structure ) and satellite interactions (Antoja et al. 2018; Laporte et al. 2019; Khanna et al. 2019) .
Resonance effects in particular have been studied in depth in the literature (see Minchev 2016 for a paedagogical introduction). A star's orbit experiences lasting changes if its fundamental frequencies are commensurate with the pattern speed of the periodic perturber, Ω bar . In other words, the radial frequency with which the star oscillates around its orbit's epicycle, κ, and the circular frequency around the Galactic center, Ω, are related with the pattern speed of the bar by
with m and l being integers. At l = 0 the star is in co-rotation resonance (CR) with the bar. l > 0 describes resonances outside, and l < 0 resonances inside of CR in the Galactic disk. Depending on the mass distribution of the perturber, the resonances at different m have different strength. The m = 2 Fourier component of a typical galaxy bar is very dominant (Buta et al. 2006) , so its l = ±1, m = 2 resonances, the Outer and Inner Lindblad Resonances (ILR and OLR), are expected to have a strong effect on the Galactic disk. Traditionally, these dynamic effects have been studied by means of orbit integration-using analytic distribution functions or N-body simulations-in velocity space (e.g. Dehnen 2000; Hunt & Bovy 2018; Hunt et al. 2018; Hattori et al. 2019 ). In the pre-Gaia era, this was reasonable due to the fact that 6D phase-space data existed for only a small spatial region (< 200 pc from the Sun) within the MW and velocities could stand in for orbit labels. For the extended RVS sample of Gaia DR2, actions take over the place of orbit labels from the velocities. The reason for this is that a larger survey volume captures a larger part of an orbit and velocities change along the orbit. The actions, however, stay (roughly 1 ) constant along the orbit and are therefore better suited to characterize different orbits across the Galaxy. In Trick et al. (2019) (T19, hereafter) we showed, for example, that the space of actions estimated in an axisymmetric potential, (J R , L z , J z ), reveals that the overdensities in velocity space are just the local manifestation of an extended system of orbit structures in the Galactic disk which reach consistently out to (at least) 1.5 kpc from the Sun and lie along lines of constant slope ∆J R /∆L z .
Action space has proven to be especially powerful to study resonance effects (Arnold 1978; Fouvry & Pichon 2015; Fouvry et al. 2015c; Monari et al. 2016a Monari et al. , 2017 Binney 2018) . Strategies include the calculation of the so-called slow and fast actions for a given, individual resonance region, or the perturbation of action-based distribution functions in the barred potential, or even the perturbation of the orbital tori themselves. These methods require, however, at least some knowledge of the bar or spiral arm parameters.
1 The true actions are true integrals of motion. For general gravitational potentials it is not always known how to calculate them. The axisymmetric actions (J R , J φ , J z ) are integrals of motion in perfectly axisymmetric potentials, but not fully conserved in more general galaxy potentials with non-axisymmetries.
Axisymmetric action estimates (J R , L z , J z ) (and their conjugate angles and frequencies) have the advantage that an axisymmetric MW potential is sufficient to calculate them in a fast and efficient way (Binney 2012; Sanders & Binney 2016 ). Their disadvantage is that these actions are not true integrals of motion. Could they still be informative about the non-axisymmetries in the system? Work by Binney (2018) , Sellwood (2010) and others does indeed suggest so.
Recent studies have investigated the different effects that various spiral arm, or bar models, or combinations of the two have on axisymmetric action space. The quantitative similarities to the Gaia data are remarkable and striking in some of the models: Sellwood et al. (2019) argue in favour of transient spiral modes in the MW; Monari et al. (2018) shows that a long slow bar model with substructure (i.e., with non-zero Fourier modes m = 2, 3, 4 and 6) and Ω bar = 1.3Ω 0 (Pérez-Villegas et al. 2017 ) could explain six prominent ridges seen in the Gaia action space; and Hunt et al. (2019) shows that transient winding spiral arms canin combination with any of the existing bar models in the literature-be tuned to create a velocity and action structure very similar to the Gaia data. While looking very promising, the models by Sellwood et al. (2019) and Hunt et al. (2019) also illustrated that the effects in action space can very quickly get very complicated due to the different mechanisms and their overlap, and the many free model parameters and degeneracies between them. In fact, any model that reproduces the data faces the Münchhausen trilemma: Only if model assumptions were close to the truth, the best-fit model could also be considered as truth.
In this work, we therefore do not attempt to find a model that can explain all the local kinematic features at the same time, but rather focus on the mechanism that is expected to be a strong perturber in the Galactic diskthe m = 2 resonances of the Galactic bar. Our goal is to build intuition about its signatures hoping that the Gaia data themselves can then reveal which of the kinematic features are due to the bar. We present here therefore one of the most detailed studies exploring the effects of the bar resonances on the space of axisymmetric actions, including for the first time the vertical action J z , and discuss several existing bar models by means of the Gaia data. A companion study, investigating the resonance signatures in angle space, is currently in preparation.
A recent study by Fragkoudi et al. (2019) also investigated in depth the OLR signature. Here, however, we focus on action space rather than the velocities and use a very idealized disk and an analytic bar model instead of a selfconsistent N-body simulation. This allows us to study bar resonance signatures independently from spiral arm and bar formation signatures and to be able to control the bar parameters. We hope to attribute at least one of the action features conclusively to the bar, as identifying the other features and their perturbers should subsequently become easier. In some sense, this is a different and complementary approach to the studies by Hunt et al. (2019) and Monari et al. (2018) , who attempted to explain as many features as possible at the same time with one single model. We find that the resonant behaviour in our analytic bar potential was predicted by Binney (2018) based on perturbed orbital tori. As discussed by McMillan (2013), correcting for selec-(a) Axisymmetric mock data created in a MW potential from a disk DF within the shown annulus around the Galactic center (GC).
(b) Actions of the smooth mock data calculated in the axisymmetric MW potential.
(c) Surface density of the "Dehnen bar" perturbation which will be superimposed onto the axisymmetric MW potential.
(d) Distribution of mock stars after orbit integration for t = 25T bar ∼ 3.8 Gyr in the barred MW potential.
(e) Actions estimated in the axisymmetric MW potential, after orbit integration. Table  1 . Panels 1(a)-1(b) show the axisymmetric mock data before orbit integration; Panels 1(d)-1(e) the distribution after integration in the barred potential (Panel 1(c)). Ridges have developed next to the OLR and 1:1 resonance line. tion effects will be crucial in interpreting action-angle space. The combination of perturbed action-angle-based distribution functions with selection effects is non-trivial, so we resort in this work to test particles and orbit integration in a barred potential in configuration space (x, v). This also allows us to investigate action space for volumes much larger than the immediate Solar neighbourhood (as opposed to Sellwood et al. 2019; Monari et al. 2018; Hunt et al. 2019 ). This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the setup of an axisymmetric Galactic disk and the orbit integration of the test particles in the bar potential. In Section 3, we explore the effects that the bar has on the axisymmetric actions of individual particles and the overall disk population. In Section 4, we have a closer look at the signatures that the OLR causes in action space. Readers mostly interested in the results from the Gaia data can skip to Section 5 and Figures 10-13, where we discuss the pattern speed of the Galaxy's bar based on the action distribution of all Gaia DR2 RVS (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a ) stars within 3 kpc. We summarize and conclude in Section 6.
METHOD: THE TEST PARTICLE SIMULATION

The axisymmetric stellar disk model
The basis of the test particle simulation is the analytic gravitational potential model MWPotential2014 by Bovy (2015) , which consists of a Miyamoto-Nagai disk, an NFW halo, and a power-law bulge with a cutoff. All components are axisymmetric and their parameters were constrained using a fit to kinematic data from the MW galaxy. This potential model sets the rotation curve at the Solar radius, R 0 ≡ 8 kpc, to be v circ (R 0 ) ≡ v 0 = 220 km/s. We generate 5 million massless test particles that mimic stars in an axisymmetric, exponential disk by sampling the action-based quasi-isothermal distribution function (qdf) by Binney & McMillan (2011) . The qdf requires the potential model as input and ensures that the collisionless Boltzmann equation is satisfied. The resulting stellar distribution is phase-mixed by construction. We use the same qdf parameters as for the mock data in T19, which roughly reproduce the velocity dispersion of Gaia DR2 in the Solar neighbourhood, σ qdf z,0 = 20 km/s and σ qdf R,0 = 37 km/s. The vertical velocity dispersion is exponentially decreasing with radius with a scale length of h qdf σ,z = 7 kpc (Bovy et al. 2012) . We restrict the sampling of the mock data to the large Figure 2 . Axisymmetric action space for the mock data in the Fiducial bar model in a Gaia-like survey volume (cylinder with radius 4 kpc and |z | < 500 pc around a solar-like position at R = 9 kpc in the test particle simulation). The first panel shows the location of the survey volume with respect to the bar at this point in time of the orbit integration (t = 25T bar = 3.8 Gyr). The second panel shows the number density in the (L z , J R ) plane (analogous to Figure 1(f) ). The third and fourth panel color-code action space according to the number of inward moving stars (v R < 0) to the total number of stars (N tot ) and the mean vertical action J z , respectively, per bin in the (L z , J R ) action plane. These figures were also shown for the Gaia data in T19, revealing many more, but interestingly similar features as caused here in the test particle simulation by the bar resonances.
annulus around the galactic center illustrated in Figure 1 
The exact mock data generation procedure is described in appendix A of Trick et al. (2016) .
Subsequently, we calculate the orbital actions (J R , J φ , J z ) of all particles in the MWPotential2014 using the Stäckel Fudge by Binney (2012) (Bovy & Rix 2013) . The azimuthal action is simply J φ = v T · R = L z , and we will use L z instead of J φ in the remainder of this work. Figure 1(b) shows the distribution of the axisymmetric mock data in the action plane (L z , J R ) in units of L z,0 = R 0 · v 0 = 1760 kpc km/s. The sharp radial edges of the annulus cause some artifacts in the distribution, with stars only at apocenter at the inner edge, and stars only at the pericenter at the outer edge. We therefore show the action data only for the range L z ∈ [0.5, 1.8]L z,0 within which the mock data are fully phasemixed, as required.
Note, that these actions are the "real" actions of the orbits, i.e. they are true integrals of motion and stay constant along the orbit if integrated in the axisymmetric potential. Their distribution is smooth and nicely illustrates the realistic property of the qdf that stars in the inner galaxy (at smaller L z ) are more numerous and on "hotter" orbits (i.e. have larger J R on average).
In an axisymmetric potential, an orbit has the fundamental frequencies
with i ∈ [R, φ, z], where H is the Hamiltonian of the system (see, e.g. Binney & Tremaine 2008 ). An in-plane rosettelike disk orbit can be considered as a superposition of (i) a circular orbit with the (guiding-center) radius R g (L z |Φ) and (ii) an epicycle. The guiding-center of the epicycle moves along the circular orbit with frequency Ω T . The star itself moves at the same time around the epicycle with frequency Ω R . The larger J R , the more radially extended the orbit's rosette. Even though this axisymmetric disk model does not contain a bar, we can rephrase the resonance condition in Equation (1) using these axisymmetric frequencies:
For a given (l, m) and Ω bar , we can identify those stars with J z ∼ 0 that satisfy this condition. In action space (L z , J R ), these stars lie very nearly along a line. We can fit the lines' slopes and abscissas, overplot them in action space, and call them the axisymmetric resonance lines for the given Ω bar , as done in Figure 1 (f). They are a purely mathematical construct and do not require or contain-except for the assumption of a value for Ω bar -any knowledge about or the existence of a perturber. We can therefore calculate them directly from the observables (x, v) −→ J −→ Ω in the axisymmetric potential model.
Orbit integration in the barred galaxy potential
In a second step, we introduce a bar model in the test particle simulation. We use the bar model by Dehnen (2000) , generalized to 3D by (Monari et al. 2016b) , implemented in galpy 2 by (Bovy 2015) . In our Fiducial model, we use a slow weak bar with pattern speed of Ω p = 40 km/s/kpc ∼ 1.45Ω 0 (with Ω 0 = v 0 /R 0 = 27.5 km/s/kpc). The bar model is a pure quadrupole (m = 2) perturbation and has no additional m = 4 component. Its length is R bar = 4.5 kpc and its strength is α m=2 = 0.01, where α is the ratio of the maximum radial force at R 0 due to the bar potential alone to the axisymmetric background potential (see e.g. Hunt & Bovy 2018) . In the surface density of the stellar component of the potential, the bar imposes outside of R ∼ 1 kpc a maximum perturbation of A 2 = 0.26 (following the definition of A 2 by Athanassoula et al. 2013) . The bar strength is instantaneously switched on from zero to its full value at time t = 0. 3 The parameters for the Fiducial bar model are also summarized in Table 1 . The total mass of the bar is zero. When imposing it onto the MWPotential2014 it can be considered as a redistribution of the matter within R bar along the azimuth φ (see Figure 1(c) ). Averaged over φ, the circular velocity curve is the same as for the purely axisymmetric galaxy model. 4 galpy provides routines to integrate orbits with the RK4 method in a galaxy potential model plus a bar potential rotating with a fixed pattern speed. At t = 0 the bar is orientated at an angle of 25 degrees with respect to the x = 0 line (see Figure 1(c) ). We integrate the bar always for a given number of full bar periods T bar ≡ 2π/Ω bar , such that at the end of the orbit integration the bar has again an orientation of 25 degrees (see Figure 1(d) ), similar to the angle between the Galactic bar and the line-of-sight line between the Galactic center and the Sun . The lower panels in Figure 1 show the distribution after 25 bar periods, which corresponds to 3.8 Gyr. This time was chosen to be well past the initial transition from the axisymmetric to the bar-affected system. We applied an additional cut of |z| < 500 pc to reduce artifacts in the vertical phase and action due to the vertical cut in the initial conditions.
We estimate the actions (J R , L z , J z ) from the phasespace coordinates after orbit integration, analogously to Figure 1(b) , in the MWPotential2014. In this case in Figure 1 (e), the actions are not the real, integral-of-motion actions anymore. First of all, J R and L z = R · v T do not stay constant with time along the orbit (see discussion in the following sections). And J R , which requires knowledge of the potential, was calculated in a "wrong" potential as we did not include the bar component. The assumed potential is nevertheless and by construction the axisymmetric best-fit to the real barred potential. We call these specific actions the axisymmetrically estimated actions.
The bar-affected action distribution in Figure 1 (e) looks very similar to the initial condition in Figure 1 (b), except for two ridges. By using the axisymmetrially estimated frequencies (Ω φ , Ω R ) we can overplot the resonance lines for the 3 In the literature, test particle simulations with analytic bar potentials usually grow the bar adiabatically from zero to its full strength over a few bar rotations to avoid a shock to the system (e.g. Minchev et al. 2010; Hunt et al. 2019) . We have run test simulations for different pattern speeds that grow the bar over N = 0 or N = 15 bar periods. The qualitative bar signatures were the same in all cases, with those for N = 0 being only slightly stronger. The reasons are: (i) The particles are massless and each one feels only the analytic galaxy potential; our idealized system does not self-consistently react to the change in the overall stellar distribution. In other words, a star's subsequent orbit depends only on its current (x, v) and the fixed analytic potential without knowledge of its past orbital evolution. (ii) The qDF we used to set-up the system generates a stellar population in steady-state. As long as the bar is weak, the system remains in almost the same steady-state. As we aim to have as few assumptions as possible in our model, we present only the results for N = 0. 4 The Dehnen bar model exhibits a density singularity in its center, so within R ∼ 150 pc the barred MW model has unphysical negative densities. But as we look only at stellar orbits well outside of R = 3 kpc, this should not affect our conclusions.
(a) Action evolution of bar-affected orbits versus the corresponding orbit in the axisymmetric potential for an integration time of 5T bar = 0.8 Gyr.
(b) For an integration time of 50T bar = 7.7 Gyr, all stars reveal an oscillation in axisymmetric action space. known Ω bar of the system in Figure 1 (f). The two ridges are, as expected (Sellwood 2012; Fouvry & Pichon 2015; Monari et al. 2018) related to the OLR, and also the 1:1 resonance. Around CR we do not see any obvious changes in the action distribution. As our simulation is restricted to the action distribution outside of L z = 0.4L z,0 , we cannot pick up any resonant signatures inside the CR. The Gaia DR2 RVS magnitude limit and the precision of distance estimates restricts the action analysis of Gaia data to a region of ∼ 3 kpc around the Sun. In Figure 2 we therefore show the action distribution for the Fiducial bar model just for test particle stars within a cylinder of radius 4 kpc around a "Solar" position (x, y, z) = (9, 0, 0) kpc. To increase the number statistics and allowed by the symmetry of the bar, we add also the stars for the cylinder around (x, y, z) = (−9, 0, 0) kpc. Except for the parabolic lower envelope of the action distribution (see §2.3.2 in T19 for an explanation of this selection effect), the density distribution is very similar to the one for the whole disk in Figure 1 (f)-one of the advantages of using action space. To the right (higher L z ) of the OLR resonance line, there is an overdensity ridge reaching to higher J R , and to its left (lower L z ), there is an underdensity region. In T19, we discovered that action space color-coded by the fraction of inward-moving stars, revealed a very strong v R -asymmetry pattern of predominantly inward-or outward motion along overdense stripes of slightly negative slopes at L z ∼ const. This corresponds to asymmetric numbers of stars at +v R vs. −v R in the well-known (−v R , v T ) plane of the Solar neighbourhood. In some recent papers, the same features were shown by Fragkoudi et al. (2019) , who color-coded the (R, v T ) plane by v R , and by Friske & Schönrich (2019) , who plotted − v R as a function of L z and in the (L z , φ) plane. Hunt et al. (2019) found similar features in the (R, v T , v R ) distribution for different bar and spiral arms models in a test particle simulation.
As this structure in the Gaia data is expected to be highly informative about the perturbing mechanisms in the MW, we show the same also for our mock data for the Fiducial model in Figure 2 . The resonance line of the OLR (shown in red) clearly separates a red/outward-moving stripe from a blue/inward-moving stripe. We will investigate this in more detail in Section 4.1. A similar red/blue feature is also seen around the 1:1 resonance (shown in orange). Other than that, we do not observe any strong v R -asymmetries. We note however a weak trend towards red/outward-moving stars between CR and OLR.
An unexpected property of action space in T19 was that the overdensity ridges that we identified, were related to on average low vertical action J z . Khanna et al. (2019) also noted that the ridges in (R, v T ) appear to live mostly at low |z|.
The equivalent plot for the mock data in the Fiducial bar model is shown in the right-hand side of Figure 2 . We see the expected trend of decreasing J z with L z , which is caused by orbits with the same z max (i.e., maximum height above the plane that can be reached), having higher J z in the inner disk, due to the higher surface-mass density. Interestingly, this trend is broken around the OLR: The underdensity region to the left of the OLR has slightly higher J z while the overdensity ridge to the right of the OLR resonance has slightly lower J z . This is surprising, as the bar potential model depends on z only very weakly in the Solar vicinity, and the J z of the individual stars did not change Figure 4 . Scattering of all test particle stars with R end > 5 kpc in the Fiducial bar model. We define "scattering" as the lasting, average change in the axisymmetric action due to the bar, i.e., ∆J ≡ J mean − J axi , as illustrated in Figure 3 . To explain the distribution of stars in this plane, we determined which stars are truly in resonance with the bar (see text for details). The vast majority of stars with significant scattering, |∆J| 0, are actual resonating stars; we illustrate this by overplotting a few random CR, OLR, and 1:1 stars on top of the distribution (circles). We overplot lines of slope ∆J R /∆L z = l/m and confirm the simple prediction by Sellwood & Binney (2002) that-because of the conservation of the Jacobi energy-stars change their actions approximately in the fixed proportion l/m. Stars not in resonance at CR, OLR or the 1:1 resonance do not experience strong scattering. The average scatter of stars at the resonances is marked by the square symbols. For the non-resonant stars (green square) and also for the CR stars there is no significant net scatter. A strong net change occurs at the OLR and 1:1 resonance.
significantly during orbit integration; the mean change is
We will investigate this further in Section 4.2. Overall, Figure 2 illustrates, that bar resonances, in particular the OLR, can indeed give rise to signatures in the space of axisymmetric actions: Overdensity ridges at high J R , related to v R asymmetries and features in J z .
Scattering in action space ("orbit migration")
In this and the following section, we will investigate the behaviour of individual disk orbits in the space of axisymmetric actions when integrated in a barred potential. To gain some intuition, we show in Figure 3 the time evolution of the actions for a few example stars. In particular, we integrate the orbit (x, v)(t) and use the coordinates at each time step to estimate the actions in the axisymmetric MWPotential2014. Figure 3 (a) compares for an integration time of t = 5T bar = 0.8 Gyr the orbits in the axisymmetric potential with the orbits in the barred potential. All non-axisymmetric orbits oscillate in action space in both L z and J R . The majority of resonant stars at the OLR and the 1:1 resonance move away from the axisymmetric orbit J axi from the low-L z side of the resonance line to higher L z and J R (see also Figure 4 , and Figure 9 (e) in Section 4.2). This gives rise to the high-J R ridges we observe, for example, in Figure 1 (f).
Figure 3(b) shows the orbits for the same example stars for a much longer integration time of t = 50T bar = 7.7 Gyr. All stars oscillate in a restricted area within (L z , J R ). We take the time-average to determine the central location around which the orbit oscillates, i.e., J mean ≡ J(t) t . We investigate by how much a star changes its average location J mean due to the bar with respect to its axisymmetric orbit J axi . We call this process "scattering" in the space of axisymmetric actions, and define
∆L z describes the lasting change in L z and is called "radial migration". ∆J R can be considered as a change in the orbit's eccentricity.
In Figure 4 , we show all stars (R end > 5 kpc) from the Fiducial model in the ∆J R vs. ∆L z plane. For which stars is ∆J significantly different from zero? We select all stars from the test-particle simulation whose orbits are in resonance with the bar by evaluating Equation (1) with the real fundamental frequencies of the orbit, (κ, Ω), determined from a Fourier analysis of x(t) (analogous to Fragkoudi et al. 2019 ; see also Binney & Spergel 1982; Laskar 1993) . These resonant stars turn out to be responsible for the extended wings of the distribution with |∆J| > 0. We also overplot the average net change over all stars at a given resonance and find that only at the OLR occurs a significant net change in both the angular momentum L z and radial action J R . All of this confirms our expectation: most stars do not experience lasting changes in their orbits due to the bar, except at the resonances where the bar can induce significant radial migration and change an orbit's eccentricity. Radial migration is expected to have substantial effects on the abundance gradients within the stellar disk (e.g., Frankel et al. 2018) . The strongest radial migration is, as expected, observed for the CR stars. The CR's weak effect on J R , and the absence of a preferred scattering direction in L z explains the absence of visible substructure around the resonance line in Figure  1 (f).
How does the stellar distribution in the (∆L z , ∆J R ) plane compare to predictions from the literature? Sellwood & Binney (2002) showed in a few lines of analytic calculation that the conservation of the Jacobi energy E J = E − Ω bar L z in a rotating barred potential implies the following relation (in the epicyclic approximation):
This relation is overplotted in Figure 4 , coinciding with the orientation of the scattering wings of resonant stars. The same quantitative behaviour, albeit with stronger scattering and larger scatter around the relation, was also observed in a test particle simulation with a stronger bar (α m=2 = 0.015).
The exact scattering direction depends also on the star's phase angles at the time the bar is switched on. That this is the case is easily seen from Figure 3 , where the oscillation does not happen along perfect one-dimensional lines, but rather fills 2D areas. As mentioned in Section 2.2, we have run the same test particle simulation also with a bar that is not switched on instantaneously, but grows over 15 bar periods to its full strength. For that simulation, we found that the resonant stars accumulate almost perfectly around the relation in Equation (5). Overall, we could confirm that in our test particle model the scattering in action space behaves on average as the simple prediction. 5
3.3 Oscillation in action space ("trapping at and libration around the resonance")
One of the main findings by Binney (2018) was that all orbits in the Galaxy are affected by the bar and that stars are trapped at the resonances and librate around the axisymmetric resonance lines. Figure 5 (a) confirms this for our test particle simulation by showing the distribution of oscillation midpoints (L z,mean , J R,mean ) (Equation (4); circles in Figure  3 (b)) for all mock particle stars in the Fiducial bar models. We overplot the axisymmetric resonance lines (at J z ∼ 0 as usual). Overall, the distribution in (L z,mean , J R,mean ) looks quite smooth and similar to (L z , J R ), showing that most stars, even though they oscillate, oscillate close to their J axi (i.e. scattering ∆J ∼ 0). Only in the vicinity of the resonance lines, the resonance has depleted regions of J mean and accumulated the stars's oscillation midpoints along the resonance line. This should be compared to the very illustrative fig. 4 in Binney (2018) where the region of entrapment and the amplitude of libration around the resonance is derived from perturbation theory and shown as dashed lines around the solid resonance line. Very interestingly, we found that the exact J mean location of the trapped orbits at the resonances depends on the value of J z , as shown in Figure 5 (b). Outside of the resonant regions, there is no apparent correlation between J z and J mean . At J z ∼ 0, stars oscillate around the axisymmetric resonance line (which is derived for J z ∼ 0), but for higher J z the oscillation midpoints are shifted away from the resonance line towards smaller L z . We will discuss this in more detail in Section 4.2.
At high J R , the stellar distribution in J mean tilts away from the axisymmetric resonance line, illustrating that the resonant behaviour becomes significantly non-linear and the epicyclic approximation of the axisymmetric resonance lines breaks down.
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) demonstrate that indeed all stars, not just the resonant ones, experience an oscillation due to the bar (see also the example stars in Figure 3(b) ). From the numerically integrated orbits, we calculated
and equivalently δL z as the amplitude of the oscillation around J mean . We show these amplitudes in Panel 5(c) and
) and the (L z,mean , φ end ) plane, respectively, where φ end is the azimuthal position within the disk at the end of the orbit integration, t = 25T bar . In general, the oscillation amplitude δJ R increases with J R , and δL z decreases with L z , i.e. the further away a star lives from the bar, the weaker its L z oscillation. As expected, the resonances with l 0 are locations of increased J R oscillation. In Figure 3 (b), the amplitudes seemed to increase smoothly with J R -except for CR. The reason for the latter is, that δL z at CR depends on the azimuthal location with respect to the bar, as shown in Figure 5 
The largest oscillation in L z occurs close to the ends of the bar; at a 90 deg angle to the bar, the oscillation is much weaker. We have checked in our simulation that at the OLR and the 1:1 resonances stars oscillate along slopes δJ R /δL z ∼ l/m, as suggested by Figure 3(b) (see also fig. 4 in Binney 2018). 6 It follows that for the stars oscillating around these resonance lines, J R = l/m × L z + const., i.e., the quantity
is close to an integral of motion. It is known in the literature as the fast action (see also Kaasalainen 1994; Weinberg 1994; Monari et al. 2017 ). have in their fig. 22 revealed more clearly than ever before many sub-features in the kinematics, among them the horn, an inward moving feature just above Hercules around (U, V) ∼ (−50, −40) km/s (see, e.g., Dehnen 2000; Antoja et al. 2017; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b) , that has recently sparked renewed attention. Fragkoudi et al. (2019) , using an N-body simulation, showed that a fast bar could explain not only the Hercules stream, but also the horn feature, due to the presence of overlapping x 1 (1) and x 1 (2) orbits close to the OLR (see, e.g., fig. 8 in Dehnen 2000 for an illustration of these orbit types). In this work (which was developed in parallel to the study by Fragkoudi et al. 2019) we confirm this finding with our idealized test particle simulation. Figure 6 was created by integrating all orbits in the Fiducial bar model for t ∼ 8 Gyr with output time steps of ∆t ∼ 0.4 Myr, and we saved (v R , v T , L z , J R ) whenever the bar was oriented at an angle of 25 deg, and the corresponding x was located within 200 pc of x = (9 kpc, 0, 0). This centers the survey volume on the OLR radius (see Table 1 ). Figure  6 (a) shows the velocity plane with features resembling the well-known "Hercules/horn" overdensities. Action-v R space.-In Figure 6 (b), we show the corresponding action plane, color-coded by the number of outward (red) and inward (blue) moving stars. The axisymmetric OLR resonance line clearly separates the red from the blue feature. The blue, inward moving stripe coincides with the prominent OLR ridge in Figure 2 , the "horn". The red/outward moving stripe corresponds to the underdensity region left of the OLR line in action space, and below the "horn" in velocity space. The reddish/outward moving low-L z wing in Figure 6 (b) (which we will further discuss in Figure 8 ) corresponds to the prominent "Hercules"-like overdensity in velocity space. This overall pattern together forms the OLR signature.
Time evolution.- Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the OLR signature, the underdensity-region/overdensityridge signature around the OLR resonance line in the upper panels, and the associated outward/inward feature in the Solar neighbourhood in the lower panels. We show both as a function of Galactic azimuth φ and L z , which can be considered as the average radius of the star. The underdensityregion/overdensity-ridge signature of the OLR (upper panels) changes its strength slightly both with time and φ-location-but appears to be present at all times, albeit a bit weaker than during the initial scattering. Most importantly, this figure illustrates in the lower panels, that the outward/inward feature is basically a selection effect that results from observing the resonant orbits only in one certain location with respect to the bar (see also Fragkoudi et al. 2019) . Were the Sun located on the other side of the bar, we would observe the v R signature with a sign-flip. After the (unrealistic) transition phase away from axisymmetry in the first few Gyr of orbit integration in the barred potential (first column), the outward/inward (red/blue) pattern does not change significantly anymore. This signature of the OLR is therefore not transient and not related to incomplete phase-mixing, but rather to the actual shape of the orbits (see discussion in Fragkoudi et al. 2019) .
A flip in orbit orientation.-In addition to the underdensity region, at the Solar azimuth Figures 2 and 7 show everywhere between the CR and OLR resonance lines an excess of outward-moving stars (red). This is the action equivalent of the whole of the Hercules-like feature in Figure 6 (a) being slightly outward-moving. The origin is easily explained by plotting the orbits' orientation and flattening as a function of the actions (i.e., the time-independent J mean ) in Figure 8 : At the OLR resonance line, the orbit orientation flips from anti-aligned to being aligned with the bar. This was first discussed by Sanders & Huntley (1976) for gas particle orbits, and also by Kalnajs (1991) . Dehnen (2000) nicely illustrates this for stellar orbits around the bar OLR. When these orbits cross the Solar azimuth, they flip from outward-moving to inward-moving (see the cartoon insert in Figure 8 ). The orbits trapped at the OLR appear flattened and aligned with the bar in its co-moving frame. These so-called x 1 (1)-orbits were shown by Fragkoudi et al. (2019) to almost exclusively make up the "horn", or-in our action-based analysis-the high-J R OLR-ridge in action space. In the Solar neighbourhood, they appear inward-moving (see the insert in Figure Figure 7 . Time evolution of the OLR signature in the Fiducial model as a function of Galactic azimuth φ. The x-axis shows L z , i.e. the guiding center radius, and the vertical lines the location of the OLR (red) and CR (blue) evaluated at J R = 0. The upper row demonstrates how the stellar number distribution changes with time with respect to the smooth distribution at t = 0. An overdensity has evolved on the high-L z side of the OLR; this is the ridge seen in Figures 1(f) and 2. The strength of the ridge and the associated underdensity depends on time and also weakly on the azimuth; along the bar angle the ridge gets weaker. The lower row shows the asymmetry between inward-and outward moving stars analogous to Figure 6 (b), revealing that the characteristic OLR "red/blue" feature depends on the location of the Solar neighbourhood with respect to the bar. After it has been created after a few Gyrs it does not evolve further.
8 and the detailed discussion in Fragkoudi et al. 2019 ). The OLR-underdensity region as well as the whole region between CR and OLR resonance line consists of orbits antialigned with the bar, x 1 (2) orbits that are outward moving in the Solar neighbourhood. Figure 5 (c) shows that stars on x 1 (1) orbits along the OLR oscillate very strongly in J R (and L z ) around the resonance line; they can therefore also be found at L z smaller than the resonance and therefore end up in the "Hercules" stream. This is the action-based equivalent of Fragkoudi et al. (2019) finding highly librating x 1 (1) orbits in Hercules, in addition to the x 1 (2) orbits.
T19 found many predominantly outward and inward moving features in the Gaia action space (see their fig. 7 ). As we now know from our Fiducial bar model in Figure 6 , outward/inward moving stripes in action space separated by a line of the same slope as an axisymmetric resonance line, are candidates for the signature of the bar OLR. In Section 5 we will make use of this to identify the pattern speed of the bar from Gaia DR2 RVS data.
The imprint in the vertical action due to the OLR
Higher and lower average J z around the OLR.-In T19, fig.  8 , we found that the mean vertical action J z of Gaia DR2 RVS stars in a |z|-slice shows signatures as a function of (L z , J R ) at similar locations as the overdense ridges (see also the upper right panels in Figure 10 with the Gaia data). Interestingly, also our test particle simulations exhibit very similar signatures in mean J z , as can be seen in Figure 2 for the Fiducial bar model (as well as in the lower right panel of Figure 10 for a faster pattern speed). In our models, these signatures are restricted to the region around the OLR line: On the lower-L z (higher-L z ) side of the resonance line, in the underdense region (in the overdensity ridge), the average J z appears to be higher (lower). This signature becomes especially obvious in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), where we show number counts and average J z for the Fiducial model as a function of L z only. The epicyclic approximation assumes that the vertical and the radial motion are completely decoupled, which is valid for near-circular orbits in the Galactic disk. Naively, we would therefore not expect any signatures in J z due to the bar resonance. And indeed, the average relative change in vertical action over all stars in the Fiducial model due to the bar is only 0.6 percent, as compared to 70 percent relative change in J R (and also for σ R > σ z ). However, even though the resonance did not affect the stars' individual J z s, we do see a cumulative J z -signature at the OLR. This does point towards a breakdown of the epicycle assumption of separable in-plane and out-of-plane motions for higher J z . In the following we investigate how this breakdown manifests itself in the space of axisymmetric actions.
The J z -dependence of the axisymmetric resonance line.-In Figure 5 (b), we already found that the distribution of oscillation midpoints J mean is close to the axisymmetric resonance lines only for the lowest J z . Stars with higher J z have their J mean at progressively lower L z . Stars further away from the resonance lines are mixed together in J z , as in the axisymmetric case. It appears, that the res- Figure 8 . Orbit orientation in the frame co-rotating with the bar as a function of the in-plane actions. For each test particle, we have integrated the orbit and transformed its spatial coordinates to the (x, y) frame in which the bar is always aligned with x = 0 axis (see the inserted cartoon). By determining the maximum and minimum x and y coordinates along each orbit, we can get an estimate for the orbit flattening and its orientation as q ≡ (x max − x min )/(y max −y min )−1. For q = 0, the orbit appears round, for q 0 it appears flattened in the co-moving frame. For q > 0, the orbit is aligned with the bar, like the blue ellipse in the cartoon; such an orbit trapped at the OLR would belong to the x 1 (1) orbit family. Vice versa, q < 0 would be anti-aligned with the bar (red example ellipse in the insert) and belong to the x 1 (2) orbit family. This figure illustrates the orbit orientation flip at the OLR and cantogether with the oscillation in Figure 5 (c)-be considered as an action-based summary of the explanation given in Fragkoudi et al. (2019) of the OLR's inward/outward feature in the velocities in the Solar neighbourhood (in the cartoon at an angle of φ = 25 deg behind the bar). In addition, we point out that this flip occurs along the axisymmetric resonance line in action space, explaining also the alignment of the outward/inward-moving feature with the resonance line in action space in Figure 6 . onance "sorts" stars according to their J z . This behaviour can be explained with the axisymmetric model alone: In Figure 9 (c), we show the distribution of J axi for stars in the unperturbed model disk for which the OLR relation (Ω T − Ω bar ) − Ω R /2 < 0.1 km/s/kpc is satisfied (with the frequencies being estimated according to Equation (2) in the axisymmetric MW potential) and color-code them by J z . Throughout this work, we used the subset for J z ∼ 0 to derive the resonance line (shown in red). For higher J z , the location of the axisymmetric resonance line shifts in (L z , J R ). This is easily explained using the following qualitative argumentation.
The first step of the reasoning considers how the location at which a star in an axisymmetric potential spends most of its time on average, ( R(t) t , |z|(t) t ), changes with the actions. If one of the actions (J R , L z , J z ) is different for two example orbits while the other two actions are the same,
(with "↑" meaning "larger"), i.e., the time-average of the radial coordinate is larger for larger L z because of its larger guiding-center radius, and
as a star spends more time close to its apocenter R apo than at its pericenter for sufficiently large eccentricity (i.e., J R . If only J z is different, obviously
The second step of the reasoning considers the resonance condition in Equation (1),
but uses the definitions of the frequencies Ω 2 (R, z) ≡ (∂Φ/∂R)/R and κ 2 (R, z) ≡ ∂ 2 Φ/∂R 2 + 3(∂Φ/∂R)/R that are functions of (R, z) and the axisymmetric potential Φ only. These frequencies vary with position such that
i.e., for a fixed Ω bar , the resonance condition is zero on curves along which R rises and |z| decreases. 7 Taking together step one and two, we can argue that if the real frequencies of the orbit are determined by the potential in the region where the star spends most of its time, i.e. at ( R t , |z| t ), then it is clear that we expect anti-correlations between the actions for the ensemble of stars for which the resonance condition is satisfied. In other words: the axisymmetric resonance line has a negative slope in (L z , J R ) and shifts to smaller L z and/or J R for increasing J z -just as observed.
Figure 9(d) shows a zoom-in of Figure 5 (b) for the OLR stars only and we compare the oscillation midpoints J mean to the axisymmetric OLR lines derived for different J z (based on Figure 9 (c)), demonstrating again that the stars really oscillate around (or at the highest and lowest J R at least close to) their actual, J z -dependent resonance line, causing therefore the gradual "sorting" of the stars by J z at the resonance.
The effect of oscillation on the J z -signature.-Why is the J z -signature of the resonance so much weaker at CR as compared to the OLR in Figure 9 (b)? This is a consequence of the (m, l) dependence of the scattering and oscillation at the resonances we found in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Firstly, at the OLR, stars on initally near-circular orbits (J R ∼ 0) can only become more eccentric (∆J R > 0) and have to migrate outwards at the same time (∆L z > 0) because of (e) Stars with the lowest radial action get scattered towards larger L z at the OLR, while scattering around the CR has no preferred direction.
(f) Amplitude of the oscillation as function of the L z,mean location. At the OLR, low-J z oscillate the strongest. Figure 9 . Explanation for the origin of the vertical action signature at the OLR. Panels 9(a) and 9(b) show the OLR signature in the Fiducial bar model at t = 25T bar in density and mean J z as a function of L z only, comparing them to the smooth trends in the axisymmetric disk at t = 0 and the absence of a strong signature at the CR. We mark the L z region dominated by the resonances by grey vertical lines (i.e., L z (J R | resonance line) evaluated at J R = (0, 0.05)L z,0 ). Around the OLR we find an under-/overdensity of stars with higher/lower mean vertical actions. The underlying reason for this is (i) that the axisymmetric resonance line's location depends on J z (see Panel 9(c) where we color-code stars from the axisymmetric model that satisfy the resonance condition Equation (3) by J z ), and (ii) the real resonant stars have their orbit midpoints close to the corresponding axisymmetric resonance line for a given J z (see Panel 9(d)). This leads to the J z -sorting of (the orbit midpoints of) stars at the resonances, that we observed already in Figure 5 (b). The fact that there is a strong signature at the OLR, but not at CR, is due to the specific scattering and oscillation behaviours at these resonances: Panel 9(e) shows that the condition ∆J R ∝ ∆L z at the OLR causes an excess of (low-J R ) stars to be scattered together towards higher L z , while ∆J R ∼ 0 at the CR leads to symmetric scattering across the resonance. Panel 9(f) shows that the oscillation in L z is much stronger at the CR than at the OLR, washing out the J z signature at CR. At the OLR, the stars with the largest oscillation at given L z have low J z and will therefore keep the J z -ordering from Panel 9(d) during scattering and oscillation. Table 1 . Overview of the bar pattern speeds considered in this work. The Fiducial model is used throughout this work to investigate the effect of the bar on the stars in axisymmetric action space. The pattern speeds of the Hercules, Hat, and Sirius bar models were derived from the Gaia DR2 data (see text for details). The HSB bar is included as a comparison with another bar model in the literature. For the Fiducial, Hercules and Hat bar model, we have run test particle simulations. In these cases, we have assumed a bar orientation of φ bar = 25 deg with respect to the Solar azimuth and a bar strength of α m=2 = 0.01 for the purely quadrupole bar model. The bar length was chosen to roughly satisfy R CR /R bar ∼ 1.2. The axisymmetric MWPotential2014 used as background potential in the test particle simulations, as well as to calculate the actions for the Gaia DR2 stars, has R 0 = 8 kpc, v circ (R 0 ) = 220 km s −1 ,
and Ω 0 = 27.5 km/s/kpc. The pattern speeds marked with † were derived analogously from the Gaia DR2 data, but for actions and frequencies estimated in the gravitational potential model by Eilers et al. (2019) with the stellar component from Pouliasis et al. (2017) and Ω 0 ∼ 229.0/8.122 km/s/kpc = 28.2 km/s/kpc.
∆L z = 2∆J R . At CR, there is no preferred L z -scattering direction as ∆J R ∼ 0 and an orbit keeps its eccentricity during radial migration. This is illustrated in Figure 9 (e). During scattering, the "J z -ordering" at the OLR remains therefore intact. Secondly, the oscillation around the OLR happens much more slowly than at the CR, as the dynamical timescale in the outer disk is lower (see also Figure 5 ) and has a much smaller amplitude as illustrated in Figure 9 (f). The J z -ordering at the resonance is therefore washed out at CR through oscillation, while it remains visible at the OLR for a much longer time.
DISCUSSION: COMPARISON TO THE GAIA DATA
In Section 4.1, we raised the idea that the outward/inward (red/blue) transition that is characteristic for the OLR, could be used to constrain the bar pattern speed from the Gaia DR2 axisymmetric action data. We show again the Gaia DR2 action data introduced in T19. Here, we use the Gaia data data out to a distance of d = 3 kpc and restrict it to within |z| = 500 pc. For distances larger than ∼ 1 kpc, the inverse parallax as used in T19 is a poor distance measurement. Here, we therefore complement the (α, δ, µ * α , µ δ , v los ) from Gaia DR2 RVS with the Bayesian distance estimates by Schönrich et al. (2019) that include a systematic parallax offset of 0.054 mas. We do not apply any quality cuts, as discussed in T19. In Figures 10-13 , we show the corresponding action estimates in the MWPotential2014, with the (L z , J R ) distribution color-coded by stellar density, v R -asymmetry, and mean J z . The panel with the v R -asymmetry reveals three prominent red/blue features in the Gaia data. A variation of Ω bar shifts the axisymmetric OLR resonance line (red solid line) across the action plane. We read off the value for Ω bar whenever the resonance line separates a red from a blue stripe (with the red on the left). The pattern speeds that we measure in this way are Ω bar ∼ 1.85 Ω 0 , which puts the OLR near Hercules, Ω bar ∼ 1.2 Ω 0 with the OLR at the Hat, Ω bar ∼ 1.63 Ω 0 which would associate the OLR with the strong broad ridge emanating from the Sirius moving group (see T19 for the location of the moving groups in action space). For the Hercules and Hat bar models, we run test particle simulations analogous to the Fiducial bar model. The only difference in these simulations is the bar pattern speed and the length of the bar, R bar , which we required to roughly satisfy R CR /R bar ∼ 1.2, to ensure that the bar does not reach beyond its CR radius. The results are presented in the following sections and summarized in Table  1 .
The only strong assumptions on this method to measure the pattern speed is that (a) the spiral arms are weak enough in the MW to not wash out the OLR's red/blue feature Fujii et al. 2019) , (b) the axisymmetric potential model, and (c) the assumed Solar motion. Simulations by Fujii et al. (2019) and Hunt et al. (2019) noted that the bar OLR signature does get washed out in some time steps or with some spiral arm models, but as we don't know much about the strength of the spiral arms in the Solar vicinity yet, there is nothing to be done about assumption (a). The influence of assumption (b) is easily tested by calculating actions and frequencies also in different potential models. For changes in V circ (R 0 ) of up to 20 km/s, and in R 0 up to 0.3 kpc, as well as experimenting with the slope of the rotation curve, we found deviations from the measured values for Ω bar in Table 1 of up to but no more than 0.1 Ω 0 , which pushes the pattern speed by ∼ 3 km/s/kpc. As an explicit test, we implemented the potential model by Eilers et al. (2019) and re-derived the axisymmetric actions and frequencies, and the pattern speeds associated with positioning the OLR on top of the corresponding red/blue feature. Eilers et al. (2019) used data from Gaia DR2 together with spectro-photometric distances and radial velocities derived from APOGEE (Abolfathi et al. 2018; Hogg et al. 2018) and performed radial Jeans modeling to derive the rotation curve. In their potential model, they assumed the stellar component to be known and kept it fixed to the bulge/thin disk/thick disk model 1 by Pouliasis et al. (2017) . In Figures 10-12 , we mention the pattern speeds derived under the assumption of the Eilers et al. (2019) potential in brackets in the upper left panel and overplot the corresponding resonance lines (dashed lines, to be compared with the solid lines from the MWPotential2014).
Another source of error is the uncertainty in our knowledge of the Solar motion, assumption (c), which can also shift the distribution across the action plane and therefore Ω bar . In this work we used (U , V , W ) = (11.1, 12.24, 7.25) km/s as measured by Schönrich et al. (2010) . We leave this error source unexplored for now, given the already significant uncertainty of 0.1Ω 0 due to the assumed potential model, and because the major goal of this study is to identify qualitatively which of the many action features are realistic candidates for the bar resonances.
The Hercules bar (Ω
Agreement.-The pattern speed for the bar Ω bar = 51 km/s/kpc = 1.85Ω 0 , which we derived from the Gaia data in Figure 10 by positioning the OLR line between the strong red/blue feature in the L z − J R − v R -asymmetry plane slightly above the Hercules region, agrees very well with several measurements of the pattern speed in the literature often called the short fast bar model: The Hercules stream in the local velocity space was modelled and explained by the bar's OLR with Ω bar = 1.85 ± 0.15Ω 0 by Dehnen (2000), and Ω bar = 1.81 ± 0.02Ω 0 for φ bar = 25 deg by Antoja et al. (2014a) . From modeling the effect of the bar on the Oort constants, Minchev et al. (2007) found a pattern speed of Ω bar = 1.87 ± 0.04Ω 0 .
In Figure 10 , we show in addition to the Gaia DR2 data also a test particle simulation that we ran with this bar pattern speed (see Table 1 ), and overplot both with the corresponding axisymmetric resonance lines. Comparison with the corresponding plots for the Fiducial model with a lower bar pattern speed in Figure 2 shows that the signatures remain very similar, just shifted to smaller L z , being closer to the bar and therefore stronger.
As demonstrated by Fragkoudi et al. (2019) , in the short fast bar model, the "horn" feature roughly around (U, V) ∼ (50, −40) km/s together with the Hercules stream in the velocity data of Gaia DR2 RVS constitute the OLR signature (see also Section 4.1). The "horn" corresponds to the v R < 0 part of the action space feature D1/blue listed in T19. We have overplotted this D1/blue line in the second column (stellar density) of Figure 10 and it nicely coincides in location and orientation with the OLR ridge in the mock data action plane. Also the underdensity regions to the left of the OLR line look quite similar. The red/blue feature around the OLR is very strong in both data and model and strikingly similar in strength, slope, and location.
The corresponding 1:1 resonance is located in the pronounced underdense region in Gaia's action space around L z ∼ 1.2L z,0 . Interestingly, we found in T19 that at low J R this underdense region contains a weak ridge, the H/gold feature.
Using the potential model by Eilers et al. (2019) to derive the pattern speed from the Gaia data gives the same result in units of Ω 0 as for the MWPotential2014, owing to this assumed OLR being close to L z /L z,0 = 1. The measured Ω bar /Ω 0 is therefore only weakly dependent on the shape of the rotation curve. Under the fixed assumption for the Schönrich et al. (2010) solar motion, this makes this measurement and also the location of the resonance lines in Figure 10 quite robust.
Open questions.-While the Hercules/horn is the strongest red/blue feature in the Gaia data, the D1/blue overdensity is not the most prominent ridge in the data. Naively, we would expect the bar to be responsible for both the strongest red/blue feature and the strongest scattering ridge. However, the red/blue feature is due to the shape of the orbits, while the strength of the scattering ridge depends on the timing and the stellar distribution before perturbation (see Figure 7) .
The test particle simulation predicts that there should also be a red/blue feature around the 1:1 resonance line. It is unclear if this exists in the data. At first glance, the 1:1 line appears to separate an unexplained strong blue/red feature, i.e., the opposite of what we expect. Fig. 7 of T19 suggested that the H/gold overdensity could actually correspond to a weak blue feature for smaller volumes. Motivated by this, we show for the region marked by a black box in Figure  10 the corresponding v R -asymmetry distribution for stars within d < 600 pc as an insert. Here, it appears that there might indeed be a weak red/blue feature roughly separated by the 1:1 resonance line.
If the mean(J z ) data support or contradict the Hercules bar model, is hard to decide from Figure 10 , as the Hercules region is threaded by several low-J z features of different slopes.
Conclusion.-While our Hercules bar model essentially re-derived the pattern speed of the short fast bar model from action space, we present for the first time also weak evidence for the corresponding 1:1 resonance. The action data exhibits just enough agreement with the model prediction in terms of the 1:2 and 1:1 resonances' scattering ridges and red/blue feature to not yet rule-out the Hercules bar model. The substructure present in the Hercules region of the Gaia data in all three representations of Figure 10 , suggests that in any case more than one mechanism must be at work in this region. Hunt et al. (2019) showed for example that the fast short bar together with transient winding spiral arms (their model H) could produce an action-angle distribution at the Solar location resembling the Gaia data. Interestingly, our measurement is quite close to some pre-Gaia DR2 measurements of the bar pattern speed known Figure 10 . Comparison of the Gaia DR2 RVS action data (upper panels) with a bar-only test particle simulation (lower panels) for the Hercules bar model. The first column shows the location of the survey volume with respect to the bar; the second column the stellar number density in the action plane (L z , J R ); the third column the action plane color-coded by the asymmetry of stars moving inward or outward; and the last panel by the average vertical action J z . The pattern speed was constrained from positioning the red OLR line in between the strong red/blue feature in the Gaia data in the region of Hercules. Shown are also the resonance lines for CR (blue), 1:4 (green), and 1:1 (orange) in both the MWPotential2014 (solid lines) and the Eilers et al. (2019) potential (dashed lines) . Two of the high-J R overdensity features identified in T19 could correspond to the scattering ridges shown in the test particle simulation, D1/blue and H2/gold (solid lines with black border). The insert in the v R -asymmetry panel shows the Gaia data within the black box for d < 600 pc, illustrating that the 1:1 resonance line might actually separate a weak red/blue feature, as predicted by the simulation. The Hercules bar model from this work agrees with the short fast bar model in the literature.
as the long slow bar model: Li et al. (2016) measured Ω bar = 1.3Ω 0 (for Ω 0 = 210/8.3 km/s/kpc) from comparing the gas flow in the MW (HI and CO (l, v)-diagrams) to N-body simulations. Portail et al. (2017) found Ω bar = 1.34 ± 1.2Ω 0 (for Ω 0 = 238/8.2 km/s/kpc) from made-to-measure modeling of the bar (3D red clump star density (Wegg & Gerhard 2013) and kinematics from the BRAVA survey (Kunder et al. 2012) and others). And Ω bar = 1.3Ω 0 (for Ω 0 = 243/8.2 km/s/kpc) was proposed by Pérez-Villegas et al. (2017) from modeling the Hercules stream in the pre-Gaia Solar neighbourhood (v R , v T ) plane with the CR of a long slow bar. A more recent study by Clarke et al. (2019) found that Gaia DR2 and VIRAC (Smith et al. 2018) proper motions of giant stars in the Galactic bar region are consistent with Ω bar ∼ 1.32Ω 0 (for Ω 0 = 233/8.2 km/s/kpc). Note, that the Gaia DR2 action data and the hat's red/blue feature in this work provide an independent constraint on the pattern speed for the slow Hat bar.
The blue part of this suggested OLR feature corresponds to a prominent ridge in action space, which we called I/yellow in T19 and overplotted in Figure 11 . The strong I/yellow ridge projects to a weak overdensity in the local velocity space that is known as "the hat" (at V ∼ 40 km/s in Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b) . The scattering ridge created by the OLR in our test particle simulation for this pattern speed in Figure 11 , lower panels, has a very similar location and slope as the I/yellow/"hat" in the Gaia actions. We therefore call this model the Hat bar model (see Table 1 ).
The underdensity region associated with this possible OLR turns out to be the most prominent underdensity in the Gaia DR2 action space and moves, just as in the model, predominantly outwards (red).
The trend in mean-J z across the OLR resonance line is just as expected from the model, albeit a bit broader.
Open questions.-The scattering ridge and underdensity region in the test particle simulation are much sharper and thinner than in the data. It is unclear if this can be remedied with a more realistic bar model.
In all our models the red/blue feature reaches from J R ∼ 0 to high J R . The hat is clearly blue only for J R 0.08L z,0 , with only a weak, light-blue continuation towards J R ∼ 0. Hunt et al. (2019) showed that transient winding spiral arms can wash out the bar signature, but more work is required to understand, if the bar OLR feature could be washed out at low J R only, but still be apparent at high J R .
Our bar model does not have an m = 4 component. Some recent studies that were developed independently and in parallel to this work, did consider the effect of the m = 4 bar component on action space: Monari et al. (2018) and Hunt et al. (2019) both showed that in this case the 1:4 resonance can also create a ridge associated with an outward-moving (blue) feature next to an inward-moving (red) region. For the 1:4 resonance of the Hat model this would mean that the outward-moving G1/orange ridge in the Gaia data from T19 (and/or the F1/red ridge, overplotted in the upper panel of Figure 11 , depending on the choice of potential) could be associated with the 1:4 resonance. There is, however, no clear red feature next to this resonance as we would expect. Still, the identification of this prominent blue ridge as the 1:4 resonance was independently found and suggested by Monari et al. (2018) who investigated the effect of the Pérez-Villegas et al. (2017) bar on action space. The feature was confirmed by Hunt et al. (2019) .
In Figure 11 we get quite different values for the pattern speed for the two axisymmetric MW potential models. The reason is that the presumed OLR signature is further away from the Sun and L z /L z,0 > 1 for this bar model (as opposed to the Hercules model) and the shape of the rotation curve does matter for the action estimates and therefore for the location of the resonance lines in action space and the determined pattern speed.
In any case, in this bar model we would need additional mechanisms to explain the Hercules/Horn bimodality and why the 1:4 resonance has no red feature associated to its blue ridge.
Conclusion.-The Hat bar model seems to be an old favourite in the literature. But to prefer it over the classic Hercules bar, several of the issues raised above need to be resolved, in particular related to higher order resonances and the overlap with spiral arms. Both Monari et al. (2018) and Hunt et al. (2019) have recently looked at these issues. The conclusion from their work is tuning the higher order Fourier components or the spiral parameters can make the model to look like the Gaia data. Further constraints are required. An obvious place to search would be the space of axisymmetric angles, but a detailed study is beyond the scope of this paper and is left for a companion study, Trick et al. (in preparation) . Agreement.-In the Gaia action data, it appears that close to J R ∼ 0 and L z /L z,0 ∼ 1 there is another red/blue feature. In the projection to local velocity space, this would roughly correspond to the transition from the outward-moving Hyades to the inward-moving Sirius group. Positioning the axisymmetric OLR resonance line on Figure 12 . Gaia DR2 RVS action data overplotted with the axisymmetric resonance lines for Ω bar = 1.63Ω 0 , the Sirius bar model from Table 1 . This model positions the OLR line (red solid line) between the (red/outward) Hyades and the (blue/inward) Sirius moving group and also separates a red/blue feature at high J R . The 1:1 resonance line (orange line) falls in between the red/blue features close to the hat (c.f. the Fiducial test particle simulation in Figure 2 ).
this red/blue feature, as shown in Figure 12 , has two interesting consequences: Firstly, this OLR line falls on top of a weak red/blue feature also at J R > 0.05L z,0 . Secondly, the associated 1:1 resonance line aligns with the red/blue feature at the "hat". This agrees well with our finding in the Fiducial and Hercules models test particle simulations in Figures 2 and 10 , where we found that the 1:1 resonance is also expected to cause a red/blue feature. In this case, the OLR scattering ridge would be the prominent inward-moving feature made up of the high-J R F1/red and G1/red overdensities from T19 which emanate from the Sirius moving group at small J R . We call this model therefore the Sirius bar model. The prominent I/yellow/hat overdensity would be the scattering ridge of the 1:1 resonance.
In the MWPotential2014, the pattern speed of this Sirius bar model would be Ω bar = 45 km/s/kpc = 1.63Ω 0 . In the potential model from Eilers et al. (2019) , the alignment of the red/blue features with the two resonance lines (although it works slightly less well) corresponds to a pattern speed of Ω bar = 48 km/s/kpc = 1.70Ω 0 .
Open questions.-To our knowledge, this bar pattern speed had not been proposed in the literature previously. The reason for this is most likely that it cannot provide an explanation for the Hercules/horn red/blue feature that most studies so far had focused on. However and interestingly, the very recent study by Hunt et al. (2019) , which was developed in parallel to this work, found independently that a bar pattern speed of 1.55 − 1.65Ω 0 together with a m = 4 bar component and a transient winding spiral arm (their Figure 9 ; Model G) looks quite similar to the Gaia data, with the combination of the bar 1:4 resonance and the winding spiral causing the substructure in the Hercules region. For low circular velocities, it might also be in agreement with some very recent measurements of the bar pattern speed by Sanders et al. (2019) and Bovy et al. (2019) (see also the discussion in Section 5.4).
Conclusion.-The Sirius bar model suffers from similar weaknesses to the hat bar: it cannot easily explain the prominent Hercules/horn feature without imposing spiral arms and it is also unclear if the bar OLR red/blue feature could be washed out by spiral arms etc. only in a certain range of J R and still be present in other J R ranges. Nevertheless, the fact that the m = 2 component of a bar is already able to explain two ridges and red/blue features at the same time is noteworthy. ) data in the bar region (2 < R/kpc < 5). For the MWPotential2014, this would correspond to 1.5 ± 0.1Ω 0 (although we note that the authors have used slightly different values for R 0 t and V 0 ). Figure 13 overplots the Gaia actions with the resonance lines for this pattern speed (including the uncertainty). In the literature, the fast Hercules and the slow Hat bar explained the Hercules stream with the OLR (Dehnen 2000; Antoja et al. 2014b) or the CR resonance (Pérez-Villegas et al. 2017; Monari et al. 2018) , respectively. In this bar model for 1.5Ω 0 , it is the 1:4 resonance that falls right in between the red/blue Hercules/Horn feature. Hunt & Bovy (2018) were the first to put forward the 1:4 resonance of a bar with a m = 4 Fourier component with α m=4 < 0 as explanation for the Hercules/Horn signature in the local velocity space (see their fig. 5 ). This slightly faster slow bar -which we call the HSB (Hunt-Sanders-Bovy) bar-was revisited by Hunt et al. (2019) (their model C) in actionangle-frequencies in different potential models, as well as in the (R, v T ) plane color-coded by mean v R . They point out that the OLR ridge that such a bar model would create lie in the wrong location in action space.
In our Figure 13 , the inward-moving G1/orange ridge (not overplotted) around L z /L z,0 ∼ 1.1 could, with some goodwill, be interpreted as the scattering ridge of the OLR for 1.5Ω 0 , but there is definitely no strong red/blue feature close-by in action space. In fact, it is close to (and for the Figure 13 . The Gaia DR2 RVS action data, overplotted with the axisymmetric resonance lines for a pattern speed of 41 ± 3 km/s/kpc (= 1.5 ± 0.1Ω 0 for the MWPotential2014), which has very recently been a favoured pattern speed in the literature (Sanders et al. 2019; Bovy et al. 2019) . (The thick lines correspond to the resonance lines for Ω bar = 1.5Ω 0 , the thin lines to those for ±0.1Ω 0 .) In this model, the 1:4 resonance line (green solid line) separates the prominent red/blue feature close to Hercules. Hunt & Bovy (2018) proposed that a bar with a similar pattern speed and a strong m = 4 Fourier component (α m=4 < 0), could be responsible for the Hercules stream. The OLR line of this model (red solid line) does, however, not separate a prominent outward from an inward-moving (red/blue) feature as we would expect for the OLR (see Figure 6 (b)). If this HSB bar model should prove to be the correct one, this contradition to the theory needs to be explained. Eilers et al. (2019) model (not shown) exactly on) the most prominent blue/red transition in the data (i.e. the opposite way round).
Considering the upper and lower limit of the HSB pattern speed, there are some further interesting points to note.
For the upper limit (1.6Ω 0 ), the HSB bar turns into the Sirius bar model, which we introduced and discussed in Section 5.3 as a new bar candidate. In this case, the m = 4 resonance line would fall to the low-L z side of the red Hercules stream. As shown in fig. 5 of Hunt & Bovy (2018) , an α m=4 > 0 bar component could create Hercules, but the inward-moving horn would remain unexplained. It is, in any case, a noteworthy agreement between the independent bar pattern speed measurements by Sanders et al. (2019) , Bovy et al. (2019) and our Sirius bar.
For the lower limit (1.4Ω 0 ) (or the Eilers et al. (2019) potential with 1.5Ω 0 ), all four shown resonance lines appear to align with transitions from inward-to outward-moving stripes (or vice versa) in the data. For the OLR it would be the wrong way around, but it is still an interesting coincidence, that the spacing of some of the sign-flips in v R correspond to the spacings of these resonance lines (c.f. Figure 8) .
To conclude, we tend to rule out the HSB bar (for Ω bar ∼ 1.4 − 1.5Ω 0 ), as the red/blue feature is the most prominent characteristic of the bar OLR-unless we find an explanation for the absence of its OLR red/blue feature in action space, e.g. through obscuration by spiral structure Fujii et al. 2019 ).
FINAL REMARKS
The goal of this work was to illustrate that actions (J R , L z , J z ) and resonance lines calculated from 6D phase-space data as measured by Gaia DR2 RVS for stars in an axisymmetric MW potential model can be informative about perturbations in the Galactic disk. They are, for example, a useful tool to independently recover several of the existing models for the bar pattern speed.
To prove this, we started by investigating the behaviour of individual stars in axisymmetric action space as response to an m = 2 bar model, by means of a test particle simulation that integrates orbits in an analytic barred MW potential. We used the axisymmetric background potential to estimate the actions and frequencies. This simulation confirmed previous findings, in particular scattering and oscillation close to the resonances, whose direction depend on the (l, m) of the resonance in question.
Based on this test particle simulation, we have identified and explained three signatures that the OLR is expected to cause in action space (L z , J R ) around the axisymmetric resonance line: (i) An underdensity region and overdensity ridge on the low-L z and high-L z side of the axisymmetric resonance line, respectively, result from the (l, m) dependence of the scattering direction.
(ii) We have shown that the axisymmetric resonance line cleanly separates a predominantly outward moving region from a predominantly inward moving region in the action space of the Gaia volume, due to the flip in orbit orientation at the OLR (and see Fragkoudi et al. (2019) for the manifestations of these signatures in velocity space). The strongest outward moving part is associated with the underdensity and the strongest inward moving part with the scattering ridge of the OLR.
(iii) We showed that stars oscillate around the axisymmetric resonance line for the same J z and this is expected to cause a gradient in mean J z as a function of (L z , J R ) at the OLR, with the underdensity region having a higher and the ridge having a lower average J z . This proposes for the first time an explanation for the J z patterns observed in the Gaia DR2 RVS action space.
We have used these findings to propose three possible pattern speeds Ω bar for the Galactic bar based on the Gaia DR2 RVS (L z , J R , v R ) data: 1.2Ω 0 , 1.85Ω 0 , and 1.63Ω 0 , when assuming the MWpotential2014 by Bovy (2015) . When assuming the potential by Eilers et al. (2019), we measure 1.27Ω 0 , 1.85Ω 0 , and 1.70Ω 0 . In both cases assuming the Solar motion measured by Schönrich et al. (2010) . The first two measurements are very close to the existing slow and fast bar models in the literature. The last is a new proposition for a pattern speed that could explain two outward/inward moving features in action space with the OLR and with the 1:1 resonance line of the bar. Depending on the choice of the Solar motion and the potential model including Ω 0 , this last model which we call the Sirius bar, could be consistent with recent measurements of the pattern speed by Sanders et al. (2019) and Bovy et al. (2019) .
This strategy is based on the above mentioned finding that the axisymmetric resonance line separates an outwardfrom an inward-moving region in action space. One of the above three pattern speeds has to be close to the real bar pattern speed, unless (a) our knowledge of the best-fit axisymmetric potential, in particular the rotation curve, of the MW is very wrong, (b) the OLR of the bar does not fall within the Gaia survey volume (which, however, is quite unlikely), or (c) spiral arms or other transient perturbations are so strong in the MW disk, that the signature of the bar is washed out (Fujii et al. 2019; Hunt et al. 2019) .
We expect that at least one of the three outward/inward-moving features in the Gaia action data is caused by a spiral arm: The ILR of a transient spiral mode can cause a very similar signature aligned with the axisymmetric resonance line (see fig. 7 in Sellwood et al. 2019) . Hunt et al. (2019) showed that transient winding spiral arms (that are co-rotating everywhere) can cause a very time-dependent pattern of inward and outward moving features. Monari et al. (2018) suggest, however, that higher order resonances caused by the bar could be responsible for many more than just two features in the Gaia data.
Even though the axisymmetric actions are not real integrals of motion in a barred galaxy potential, this study makes us optimistic that actions and frequencies estimated in an axisymmetric potential model remain a powerful tool and informative about non-axisymmetric structures in the MW.
